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4star****

It has been a while since 1830 when a magnificent inn was built by the gates 
of Munich. Old records show that this inn was widely renowned for its cuisine 
and hospitality, and it soon became a popular destination for excursions.
At that time, 170 years ago, a tradition was established which has been 
maintained and continued by the Bauer family over three generations. With a 
great deal of thought and attention to detail the inn was turned into a highly 
sophisticated four-star hotel which combines the original Bavarian charm of 
yesteryear with modern day comforts.
Its easily accessible location and the wide range of accommodation have 
made Hotel Bauer one of the best known venues for meetings and con- 
ferences in the Munich area. And for those of you who fancy sampling our 
excellent cuisine, our restaurant team looks forward to preparing a range of 
Munich delicacies and international specialities for your delectation.
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safe locker

hairdryer

meeting room

garage

outdoor parking

wireless lan

coach parking

credit cards acc.

pets allowed

non-smoking hotel

business center

sauna

pool

bistro/cafe

hotel bar

breakfast bufett
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others: car-parking free of charge
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